Compound Subject Verbs Prentice
compound subjects & verbs - luther rice college & seminary - compound subjects and verbs a clause
containing a compound subject and a compound verb still counts as a single clause. remember, a compound
subject is a single subject, and a compound verb is a single verb. so you still have one subject joining up with
one verb. combining sentences compound subjects and verbs - combining sentences—compound
subjects and verbs you know that a sentence has a subject and a verb. the subject can be more than one
person or thing—compound subject. also, a sentence can be about a subject that is doing more than one
thing—compound verb. examples: joseph and his sister are going out to play in the snow. 19.3 compound
subjects and compound verbs • practice 1 - compound subjects a compound subject is two or more
subjects that have the same verb and are joined by a conjunction such as and or or. compound subjects pines
and spruces are both evergreen trees. clothes or records make perfect gifts. compound verbs a compound
verb is two or more verbs that have the same subject and are joined by a ... agreement with compound
subjects - the university of new ... - agreement with compound subjects sample errors sample 1: x the
pencils and paper is on the desk. sample 2: ... plural and must have plural verbs. ... use the they tip to see if
you have a compound subject. lesson 6.4 compound subjects and verbs - happenings - compound
subjects and verbs ... combine each pair of sentences by using a compound subject or a compound verb. in
your new sentences, underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. example jacob grimm researched
german folktales. so did his brother. packet 6 subject verb agreement - packet 6 subject verb agreement
... i. singular subjects take singular verbs. ... b. compound subjects a compound subject, you will recall,
consists of two or more connected subjects having the same verb. when two subjects are connected by and,
even if they are both singular, they are followed by ... compound subjects and predicates - ereading
worksheets - compound subjects and predicates directions: underline the subjects and circle the predicates;
on the line below, write whether the sentence has a compound subject, a compound predicate, or both. 1.
james mowed lawns and delivered papers over the summer. _____ 2. worksheet 5 finding subjects and
predicates - and the verb, including any helping verbs, twice. then, circle the simple subject. example 1. the
wolfis considered a member of the dog family. 1. ... sentences with compound subjects and compound verbs
name class date language 8 sentences handbook tx_l07lh_02 6/2/09 9:40 am page 86. subject-verb
agreement - menlo college - subject-verb agreement ... in the present tense, verbs agree with their subjects
in number (singular/plural) ... underline the subject (or compound subject) and then identify the verb that
agrees with it. everyone in the telecom focus group (has/have) experienced problems with subject-verb
agreement - portland community college - singular verbs. rule 2 – the number of the subject (singular or
plural) is not changed by words that come between the subject and the verb. one of the eggs is broken. of the
eggs is a prepositional phrase. the subject one and the verb is are both singular. mentally omit the
prepositional phrase to make the subject verb-agreement easier to make. subject-verb agreement
worksheet - thinkingstorm - title: microsoft word - subject-verb agreement worksheetcx author: sean hurley
created date: 11/9/2012 8:02:46 pm some important notes about subjects and verbs: noun ... - some
important notes about subjects and verbs: 1. the subject of a sentence is either a noun or a pronoun. ...
(compound subject) steve painted the house and planted trees. (compound verb) steve and mary painted the
house and planted trees. (compound subject and verb) 3.
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